Meetings with various faculty groups have taken place. Concerns include:
- disciplinary/departmental territoriality
- losing humanities content and team teaching
- incentivizing departments to participate

**Quantitative Methods requirement**
Offer courses beyond the math department:
- Remove 200-level requirement
New Course proposal forms needed for:
- Honors-approved classes
- New HONS quantitative reasoning courses

**Foundations of Knowledge**
- change focus on writing to developing "skills appropriate to the discipline"

**Exploring Human Complexity and Diversity**
- “Colloquia” - will establish core interdisciplinary nature of the curriculum
- Start with 6 special topics (can add later)
- Change “seminal texts” to “important/significant/central texts"
- Distribute Call for Proposals (with template), along with suggestions
  — send to departments (also to western civ faculty)
  — example - “Social Justice and Ethics"

**Interdisciplinary**
- change to Advanced Special Topics Seminar

New course descriptions needed to begin approval process through committees
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